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Auroville Charter

Auroville belongs to nobody in particular.
Auroville belongs to humanity as awhole.
But to live in Auroville one must be the
willing servitor of the divine consciousness.

Auroville will be the place of an unending
education, of constant progress' and a
youth that never ages.

Auroville wants to be the bridge between
the past and the future. Taking advantage
of all discoveries from without and frorn
within, Auroville will boldly spring
towards future realizations.

Auroville will be a site of material
and spiritual researches for a living
embodiment of an actual human unity.

I

Auroville and its founding vision

n 28 February 1968, youth representing 121 nations and all
States of India placed a ha:rdful of earth in a lotus - shapedv um, symbolizing the creation of Ar_rrovi.[e - a ciry of peace

and human uniry. Supported since its inception by UNESiO and the

Auroville at present ,.Auroville wants to be the ffrst
comp_rises 1,600 people realization of human unity based on
from India and thirry - four the teaching of Sri Aurlbindo,
ottrer countries. Located in where people ofall countries would.
Tamil Nadu, south India, be at home.',
thirteen villages in
Auroville's immediate viciniry with a popularion of approximately 40,000
people direcdy or indirecdy participate in the Auroville experiment.

Auroville has created a basic infrastrucnrre with accornmodation for
its residents in about 100 settlements. Municipal seiwices for food,
renewable energy and appropriate building technology, ecological
agriculture, altemative production, purchase ald distribution, electrlciry
and water supply, communication, waste management, education, health
care, financial transactions and town pla_nning have been established.
Auroville has also made commendable efforts towards promoring
cnvironmental regeneration, health care, educational research,
Itandicrafts ald small - scale industries, and rural development.



Underlying this rnultifaceted growth of Auroville is a spiritual aim,

for Auroville draws its inspiration from the work of the visionary

sage, Sri Aurobindo. As the Mother (n€e Mirra Alfassa),-thefounder

of"Auroville and the spiritual collaborator ofsri Aurobindo, declared,

"Auroville wants to be the hrst realization of human unity based on

the teaching ofsri Aurobindo, where people of all countries would be

at home."r fohile Auroville welcomes all people who are drawn to the

ideal of human unity, the deeper spiritual significance of Auroville

can only be undersiood in thi context of the Integral Yoga of Sri

Aurobindo. This paper presents some key concepts ofSri Aurobindo's

teachings and deiaiis cirtain ideals of Auroville, particularly those

pertaining to education, economy and organization'

Sri Aurobindo, regarded as one oflndia's greatest philosopher - sages,

formulated a scientifii and spiritual vision of evolution that envisages a

complete transforrnation of the world and the birth of a new, spirinralized

.o... Th. scope and uniqueness of Sri Aurobindo's work is min'ored

in his u.rusui [fe experience. Sri Aurobindo was sent to study in

England at the age ofseren and, according to his father's wishes, he

recii.red al entire\ occidental education without any contact with Indiar.r

Ianguages or culiure. A brilliant scholar in Greek and Latin, Sri

Auiobiirdo was also well - versed in French, Gennan a:rd Italian' When

he graduated from Cambridge, Sri Aurobindo was steeped in the

Sri Aurobindo formulated a Upon returning to India

scientiffc and spiritual vision of at the age of twenty - one'

evolution that .rriirug.. a complete Sri Aurobindo took it upon

transformation ofthe world hirnself to leam Sanskrit

o/'thr l/ed4 The Idtal of Human Untty ar,d The Hurum C2clr were written
sirnultaneously in the period 1914 - i920 and published in serialized
fonn in a contemporaneous monthly philosophical review, Tlu Arya.
The genius of Sri Aurobindo lies in the fact that he successfully reworks
csoteric Indian spiritual thought in terms accessible to the modem,
scientific thinker. In a tribute to Sri Aurobindo, noted transpersonal
thinker Ken Wilber states:

Aurobindo's genius was not merely that he captured
the profundity of India's extraordinary spiritual
heritage. He was the first great philosopher - sage

to deeply $asp the nature and meaning of the
modern idea of evolution. And thus, in Aurobindo,
we have the hrst grznd staternent of al evolutionary
spiritualiry that is an integration of d.re best of ancient
wisdorn and the brightest of rnodem knowledge ...
nobody combined both philosophiel bfilliance and a
profoundly enlightened consciousness the way
Aurobindo did. His enlightenment inforrned his
philosophy; his philosophy gave substance to his
enlightenment; and that combination has been rarely
equaled, in this or any time.2

One can draw parallels betrveen the writings of Sri Aurobindo and
other modem philosophers such as Hegel, Bergson, Teilhard de Chardin
and Jean Gebser. Sri Aurobindo has also directly and indirectly
influenced the growing disciplines of developrnental and transpersonal
psychology. What differentiates Sri Aurobindo from these thinkers,
however, is that he did not see hirnself as a philosopher but maintained
that his writing had a direct co - relation to his spiritual experience, and
he always sought to hnd a practical application ofhis knowledge. As
Satprem, one of his disciples, writes, "Sri Aurobindo said that the only
utiliry of books and philosophies was not truly to enlighten the mind
but to bring it to iilence so that, calmed, it could pass to the experience
and receive the direct inspiration."3 After 1920, and apart from his
rnagnum opus, the epic Sauitri, Sri Aurobindo's writing rnainly finds
cxpression in thousands ofletters individually addressed to his disciples
grriding thern in their practice oflntegzl Yoga, the new spirin-ral discipline
advocated by hirn and the Mother.
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and the birth of a new,
spiritualized race.

and several modern
Indian languages, therebY

assirnilating the spirit of
Indian culture and civilization. Sri Aurobindo thus represents

a remarkable synthesis of Indian and Western traditions and

accordingly his writings appeal to people from both East

and the West.

Sri Aurobindo's vision oflife, detailed in over thirty volurnes, traces

the evolution of the human species through anthropology, sociology,

nolirics. osvcholosv. culture zurd relieion. Most o[ his major works,
'nu ay Tt,l 4.p drine, The Sythal ofToga, Essa4s on the Gila, flrc Setret

2
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"The task of giving a concrete
forrn to Sri Aurobindo's vision was

entrusted to the Mother."

While many contemporary scholars, particularly from the West,
overlook the contribution of the Mother in the development of Sri
Aurobindo's yoga, Sri Aurobindo himself acknowledged her as his

spiritual equal and
collaborator. She was the
moving force behind the
Sri Aurobindo Ashram,
founded in Pondicherry in

1926. Much later, in 1969, she described her role thus:

The task of giving a concrete form to Sri
Aurobindo's vision was entrusted to the Mother.
The creation of a new world, a new humanity, a

new society expressing and embodying the new
consciousness is the work she has undertaken. -..
Ttre Ashram founded and built by the Mother was

. the first step towards the accomplishrnent of this
goal. The project of Auroville is the next step, more
exterior, which seeks to widen the base of this
attempt to establish harrnony between soul and
body, spirit and nature, heaven and earth, in the
collective life of mankind.a

It needs to be emphasized here that the "new world" Sri Aurobindo
and the Mother envisioned is not based on the oeation of a new
religion or a new sect.
They worked to transform
the world and effect the
next stage in the evolution
of humankind by bringing
down to Earth the power
of a higher consciousness
that they termed the
Supermind. Their spiritual vision thus encompasses all humanity,
and the Sri Aurobindo Ashram and Auroville are regarded as

experiments in collective living that can perhaps help humankind in
its evolutionary rnarch.

4

The epistemology
of Indian spiritud traditions

, As Sri Aurobindo places himself in the millennia - old Vedic spirituat
fadition oflndia, it is necessary to distinguish the epistemology oflndian
philosophy from that of the West. To begin wirh, stricdy speaking there
is no Indian equivalent for the word "philosophy", which literally means

"love of wisdom". The corresponding rvord in Sanskrit for metaphysical
or spidtual knowledge's darshana, which connoteJ "revealed wisdom".
The Vedas themselves, the fount of almost all Indian spirirual raditioru,
are referred to as slrzti literature, which again connotes knowledge that
is revealed. Indian sages and mystics believe that beyond the sensorial
world there is a transcendental reality that can be grasped oniy by innrition
and not by the rationality of the intellect. Thus, unlike Western
rnetaphysics, which is mosdy based on the dialectic logic of the intellect,
Indian mitaphysics,
cspecially in the early
Vedantic age, is based on
spiritual experiences, or
what Sri Aurobindo calls

"the logic of the Infinite".s The belief in intuitive knowledge, gained by
direct experience and unmediated by social and cultural construcrs, is
accepted in all Indian spiritual raditions. Mystics claim that knowledge
of a transcendental reality cannot be interpreted by the rational mind but
can be known and verifred by following a requisite spiritr-ral discipline.

While the transpersonal movemenr in the West acknowledges a
transcendent or suprarational dimension to human knolr'ledge, rhe truth
- claims made by Indian or Eastem mystics have led to epistemological
problems for social scientists, especially as the nature ofthe transcendent
rcality is described dillerendy in different traditiorx. As Peter Heehs
points out in his book India.n fuligiotu: "Are mystics right in thinking
that what they feel themselves to be in contact with is a (or the) realiry?
Do their private experiences put them in a position to make claims
about the nature of life and &e world? If these truth - claims disagree
with one another, are some or all of them refuted? Is there one Truth or
rnany truths, or is 'truth' a human construction determined by social
and political forces ... ?"6 While much of Sri Aurobindo's and the
Mother's worldview can be subject to such questions, it is beyond the
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Indian metaphysics is based on
what Sri Aurobindo calls "the logic

of the Infinite".

Sri Aurobindo and the Mother
worked to transform the world
and effect the next stage in the

evolution of humankind by
bringing down to Earth the power

of a higher consciousness.



scope of this paper to deal with such epistemological problems. The
tenes of Integral Yoga presented here, especially those that deal with
the nature of transcendental realiry, can either be accepted on faith or
considered as mrth - claims. It needs to be pointed out however that
throughout his voluminous writings, Sri Aurobindo expresses a

worldview that.is compr€hensive, consistent, and a convincing
explanation of manifest reality. In this regard Sri Aurobindo is

unparalielled by any philosopher in the East or West.

The metaphysics
of Sri Aurobindo's vision

Sri Aurobindo's teaching starts with the ancient Vedantic premise
of Brahman, or the One Self, as the ultimate creator - omnipotent,
omniscient, and omnipresent - who is a.ll that is created and is yet beyond
creation. This One Self expresses itself in creation through myriad
forms and, through the process of evolution, these mpiad forms seek

to recover their essential unity in the One Self. As Sri Aurobindo puts
it, "All evolution is the progressive self - revelation of the One to
himself."T

Essentially, the One Self, or Brahman, is described in the Vedanta
as Sarluhidma,nda, having the triune attributes of Sat (absolute existence) ,

Chit - Tapas (absolute consciousness and force), and Ananda (absolute

bliss). Both Eastem and
\Mestern philosophers
recognize that all of
creation es sentially
consists of an exterior
forrn which is animated by
an inner force or
consciousness. Indian

philosophy holds that it is the attribute of Sat which determines the
exterior fonn, while that of Chit - Tapas determines the force or
consciousness contained within the form. Everything in this creation
exhibits these two essential attributes ofSat and Chit - Tapas as form
and consciousness - force. According to ancient lndian scriptures,
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"Evolution of Life in matter
supposes a previous involution
of it there, unless we suppose it
to be a new creation magically
and unaccountably introduced

into Nature."

and re - affrrmed by Sri Aurobindo, creation is seen as a divine "l.ila"
or play, the raison d'€tre of which is Ananda or bliss: "From Ananda,"
says the Upanishad, "all existences are bom, by Ananda they remain
in being and increase, to Ananda they depart."8

Like Hegel before hirn, Sri Aurobindo posits that in order for
cvolution to takc place, there must have been an involution of the Self
in matter: uEvolution of Life in matter supposes a previous involution
of it there, unless we suppose it to be a new creation magically and
unaccountably introduced into Nature."e Elsewhere, Sri Aurobindo
dcscribes this process of involution and evolution thus:

This One Being and Consciousness
[Sachchidananda] is involved here in Matter.
Evolution is the method by which it liberates itself;
consciousness appears in what seerns to be
inconscient, and once having appeared is self -

inpelled to grow higher and higher and at the same

time to enlarge and develop towards a greater and
greater perfection. LiIe is the first step ofthis release

of consciousness; mind is the second; but the
evolution does not finish with mind, it awaits a
release into something greater, a consciousness
which is spiritual and supramental. The next step
of the evolution must be towards the development
of Supermind and Spirit as the dominant power in
the corscious being. For only then will the involved
Divinity in things release itself entirely and it
become possible for life to manifest perfection-ro

In short, matter, life (also referred to as the vital by Sri Aurobindo)
and mind fonn the basis ofour ear*rly existence. This much is verified
by science and accepted by all rnodem evolutionary theorists, from
Teilhard de Chardin to Ervin Laszlo. Sri Aurobindo however further
postulates that as mind is still limited in its power and knowledge and
has a divisive consciousness, there is a fourth principle, the principle
of Supermind, endowed with divine attributes of infinite power and
integral knowledge, which, through the process ofevolution, will one
rlay be fully manifested on Earth.



At every significant evolutionary
stage, new forms with an

increasingly complex expression
of consciousness are produced.

h flu L!/i Diairu, which is an exposition of his rnetaphysical vision
of evolution, Sri Aurobindo explains at length that if Brahrnan, the
One Self, is involved in matter, then its attributes of Sat, Chit and
Ananda are involved or hidden in matter. Each higher level of
evolution progressively reveals the nature of Brahman; that is to say,
each evolutionary level - from matter to plants to animals to human

beings and ultimately to
supramental be ing -
expresses more and more
the qualities of Sat and
Chit and Ananda. As one
proceeds upwards on the

evolutionary scale from matter to life to mind, one observes that the
materiai density or rigidiry of the form decreases and the consciousness
of the form increases. At every significant evolutionary stage, new
forms with an increasingly complex expression of consciousness are
produced. In other words, out ofhard, inanirnate rocks, plants capable
of showing response arose, out ofplants, animals capable ofinstinctive
reaction arose, and out of animals, human beings with a rational will
arose. Sri Aurobindo explains that the third principle of Ananda or
Bliss manifests itselfas a secret desire towards recovering the essential
unity of Sachchidananda. Thus, in the evolutionary scale, Ananda
expresses itsglfas the force ofattraction in matter, hunger in the physical
- vital domain, desire in the vital, and love in the mental domain of
human beings.tt As, "evolution is not finished ... nor the reasoning
animal the supreme figure
of Nature"r2, it follows out
of logical necessity that at
the supramental level, a
stage of consciousness
much higher than the
mind, a new form or the supramental species will be manifested on
Earth. Says Sri Aurobindo, "as man emerged out of the animal, so
out of man, thc superman emerges."r3 Sri Aurobindo describes this
superman or the supramental race as possessing all the divine qualities
of Sachchidananda, namely immortality, absolute consciousness,
omnipotence and unity.

I

The influence of typal planes
Hegel believed that the Spirit (or Self) seeks ro become infinite by

its struggle to overcome the finite. Sri Aurobindo however posits that
the Self or Sachchidananda, never loses its infinity or omnipotence.
This hypothesis leads to some imporrant ramificarions. To begin with,
the Self, being infrrite and omnipotent does not have any limitations
other than what it chooses to impose upon itself. It is free ro express
itself not just through the process of evolution but in various other
ways. On this premise, Sri Aurobindo posits that during the process
of involution seven subtle, "typal" worlds were created that expressed
an essential qualiry of the Selfor Sachchidananda: "All that rnanifested
from the Etemal has already been arranged in worlds or planes of its
own nature, planes of subde Matter, planes of Life, planes of Mind,
planes of Supennind, planes of the triune luminous Infrnite [i.e. the
three planes of Sat, Chit and Ananda, which together comprise
Sachchidananda]. But these worlds or planes are not evolutionary
but rypal. A rypal world is one in which some ruling principle manifests
itself in its free and full
capacity."ra To *re modem
cvolutionary theorist, belief
in such intangible and
occult worlds would be
inadmissible given the lack

The SeIf being inlinite and
omnipotent does not have any
limitations other than what it
chooses to imposc upon itself.

"As man emcrged out of the
animal, so out of man, the

suPerman cmergcs.''

of objective proof. But Sri Aurobindo, citing his own spiritual
cxperience as evidence, and scathingly dismissing the limitations of
rcnsorial - experience, states: ('Not having bound ourselves down,
like so much of modern thought, to the dogma that ... the analysis of
physical experience by the reason alone [is] verifiable . . . and anything
bcyond this an error, self - delusion and hallucination, we are free ro
flccept this evidence and to admit the reality ofthese planes."t5It could
bc mentioned in passing that Sri Aurobindo's description of the typal
planes is in keeping with that of the ancient Vedantic seers who spoke
ofthe usevenfold chord ofExistence", or the existence ofseven occult
planes beyond the material world.

For Sri Aurobindo, the exisrence of typal planes is fundamental to
runderstanding the complex process of evolution: "The development
rtf Life, Mind and Spirit in the physical being prcsupposes their
cxistence [that of rypal planes]; for these powers are developed here



by tu/o co - operating forces, an upward - tending force from below,
an upward - drawing and downward - pressirg force from above."r6

He explains that without the influence of rypal planes from above, the
Spirit could have remained forever imprisoned in Matter, for there is

no justfication as to why Matter, on its own accord, should evolve to
liberate the Spirit involved within it. Conception is a useful analogy
to understand these ascending and descending forces of the
evolutionary process. Conception takes place only when the womb is

ready for impregnation. At each level of evolution, when the Earth
(the material womb) was ready to take an evolutionary leap upwards,
there was a descent ofthe corresponding typal plane onto Earth. That
is to say, the principle of the Mind descended onto Earth from the

Mental Plane, long before human beings possessing the instrument of
mind were born. Similarly, the spiritual consciousness of the

Supermind is believed to now be active on Earth, having descended

from the supramental plane from above. As Sri Aurobindo says, "a
secret continuous action of the higher powers and principles from
their own planes upon terrestrial being and nature ... must have an

effect and a significance. Its first e[fect has been the liberation of Life
and Mind out of Matter; its last effect has been to assist the emergence

of a spiritual consciousness. "rT According to the Mother, the

supramental manifestation upon earth took place in 1956' and in 300

years or more, depending upon the capacity of human beings for
progress, the Earth will witness the birth of a new species, the
supramental race. Considering that it took at least 200,000 years

from the emergence of the honw sapinu to the full flowering of powers
of the mind as evidenced today,300 years is a rnere blink ofthe eye

on the evolutionary timescale. For Sri Aurobindo and the Mother,
the advent of a supramental age was a certitude. As the Mother, in a

decisive message in 1956 said, "The manifestation of the supramental
upon earth is no more a promise but a living fact, a reality. It is at

work here, and one day wiil come when the most blind, the most

unconscious, even the most unwilling shall be obliged to recognizc

it."t8It is to be noted however that both Sri Aurobindo and the Mother'

discouraged unnecessary speculation amongst their disciples about
the effects that the supramental consciousness would have on the world,
believing that this omnipotent divine power would work things out iu
its own way and at its own pace.
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The principlb of descent

The idea ofa descent ofa divine power from higher planes is not
widely accepted in Western theology or spiritual metaphysics, though
there are references to it in the writings ofcertain Greek philosophers,
namely, Heraclitus, Plato and Plotinus. Moderu thinkers, such as
Arthur Lovejoy and Ken Wilber, have more recently developed this
topic, but the concept ofa "divine descent" is elaborated to its fullness
only in the Hindu tradition. Sri Aurobindo's description of the
various kinds of "descent" of the omnipotent Self includes and goes
beyond Wilber's concept of descent or Agape (the higher reaching
down and embracing the lower).re In the Indian tradition, oue
important form of descertis the auatar, which "is a direct incarnation
of the Divine in his
manifestation to make
the.next higher step in
cvolution possible; for
the topmost established
level of evolution,
though driven to
develop by the inherent
cvolutionary impulse, is unable to pierce the existing ceiling of
progress."2o While Sri Aurobindo and the Mother did not refer ro
themselves as avatars, they regarded themselves as evolutionary
pathfinders who played a crucial role in bringing down the principle
of the Supermind or the supramental consciousness onto Earth. At
first glance, the idea that an individual can decisively help in the
cvolutionary process of the human species seerns unwarranted. But
psychologist Allan Combs, accepting the possibility that Sri
Aurobindo and the Mother could well have broken new
"cvolutionary ground for the entire human species", points out: "Two
Wcstern scientific theorists ... have advanced carefully considered
hypotheses which support the idea that a few persons, or even a

ringle individual, could conceivably alter the entire future of the
lrrrman potential. These hypotheses are of such enorrnous potential
irrrportance to the whole topic of evolution."2t

Sri Aurobindo and the Mother
regarded themselves as

evolutionary pathfinders who
played a crucial role in bringing

down the principle of supramental
consciousness onto Earth-

lr
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The yoga of the Mother
Sri Aurobindo and the Mother regarded themselves as being of a

single consciousness embodied in two different bodies. After Sri
Aurobindo passed away in 1950, the Mother continued the work of
'lnaking available . . . transfornative energies of the highest realms of
the Divine available to human beings."22 The Mother herself claimed
that even after Sri Aurobindo's physical dernise, she was guided in an

occult way by "the Sri Aurobindo whom I know and with whom I
lived physically for thirty years, and who has not left me, not for a
moment - for he is still with me, day and night, thinking through my
brain, writing through my pen, speaking drrough my mouth and acting
through my organizing power."23

Georges Van Vrekhem, a contemporary interpreter of Sri
Aurobindo's and the Mother's work, states that Sri Aurobindo
consciously chose to leave his physical body in order to help in the
spiritual transformation oflife from an occult plane. On eanh, after Sri
Aurobindo's departure, the Mother immediately resumed the task of
transforming matter and her own physical body from the point Sri
Aurobindo had reached. Her first step was to realize that in order to
build an immortal body, the consciousness of the ce lls of the body needs

to be divinized. At a later stage she worked to tmrxfonn the subconscient
and the inconsciint realms, which, in *re context of Sri Aurobindo's
cosmology, are regarded as the foundation of the plane of matter. A
singular achievement was t}le suprarnental manifestation in 1 956 during
which, as the Mother explained, the evolutionary and transfonnative
principle of the Supermind descended onto the earth on a universal
scale, thereby changing and hastening the process of eanNy evolution.
From 1956, the year of the supramental marifestation, until the tirne of
her own passing in 1973, the Mother worked to fonn a protor)?e
supramental body by changing the cellular consciousness of her own
body cells. Many, notably Georges Van Vrekhem, hold that &e Mother
succeeded in this work, and that this protot,?e of an immortal and
supramental body exists on an occult plane and will one day be physically
manifested on earth. Her psychological and spiritual experiences during
this period are recorded as transcripts of conversations ir.r French and
posthumously published by the Institute of Evolutionary Research in
thirteen volumes as Tlu Motfur\ Ageruln.
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Integral Yoga

hile the evolutionary progress frorn the mind to the
Supermind is an inevitable natural process and does not
depend on the human will, human beings can consciously

choose to participate in the process and hasten the birth of thi
ncw species. "The former
rtcps in evolution," Sri
Aurobindo explains,
"were taken by Nature
without a conscious will in
thc plant and admal life;
irr rnan Nature becomes able to evolve by a conscious will in the

)

Human beings can consciously
choose to participate in the

process and hasten the birth of
the new species.

irstrument."2a It is not so easy however for individuals to exercise
thcir conscious will, as human beings are a cornplex amalgarn of
rlillcrent desires arising from different parts of their being.

The fact that rnan is made up ofvarious interrelated parts ofbeing
ir accepted by almost all spiritual traditions of the world. perennial
philosophy refers to it as the "Great Nest of Being,, and points out
tlirt the human being comprises "various levels ofexistence ... ranging
li our rnatter to body to mind to soul to spirit."25 Sri Autobindo explains
tlrat in the course of evolution from maner o life to mind, the hurnan
lrcing has acquired a physical body, a vital (emotional) body and a
rrrcntal body. But, in Sri Aurobindo's classification, these three planes



Human beings are a complex
arnalgam of dilferent desires

arising from dilferent parts of their
being . . . The physical, the vital and
the mental merely represent the tip

of the iceberg of an individual's
consciousness.

- the physical, the vital and the mental - merely represent the tip of
the iceberg of an individual's consciousness. These three planes form
the outer nature or the ego personality ofthe individual, which govems

his waking consciousness. Sri Aurobindo further classifies in detail
ahnost a dozen planes of being that lie above, below and within this

outer nature, respectively tenned the supraconscidnt, dre subconscient

and the subliminal. In Sri Aurobindo's vision, dre micro - cosmos of
the individual nature corresponds to and corulects with the macro -

cosmos of the qpal worlds of the universe. Moreover, Sri Aurobindo
holds that, both in the micro - cosmos and the macro - cosmos, each

plane of being is govemed
by its own laws and its own
unique consciousness. For
instance, in the micro -

cosmos, the physical body
has a body - consciousness
that is prone to inertia and
rnechanical or habitual
responses to stimuli. The

part of the mind *nt Sri Aurobindo terms the physiol mind is associated

with the body - consciousness. Similarly ruling the emotional body of
the human being is a vital consciousness and a vital rnind that is driven
by desires, reactions and impulses. Mind proper, or the mental
consciousness, has the capabiliry of self - reflection and rationa.lizadon.

The hurna:r being is usually not ablc to differentiate between these three

different minds arising from different planes for, as Sri Aurobindo says,

"in our waking experience, they are all confused together'"26 * And as

the different planes of being, both in the micro - cosmos and the macro

subjeciive, cognitive (problem'solving) mcrnory and othcr parallel functions."'7 A
.rr.i"r"."-.ririson ofSri Aurobindo's descriotions with the scientific Endings suqqestss descriptions with the scientific Endings suggests

brain corresponds to the physical mind, the mammaliar brain
the vital mind and the neo-mammalian brain to the mind proper.
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The psychic being is one's true
individual personality as opposed

to thc ego personality.

manifest reality differently and in an
malner.*

- cosmos, tend to exert their laws or ways of working on the individual,
it becomes extremely difficult for the individual to escape from these
influences and consciously participate in the evolutionary process.

The supraconscient realm (the realm above the rational
consciousness of the mind), according to Sri Aurobindo, consists of
five hierarchical levels ofconsciousr.ress that corulect the ordinary mind

of the individual to the
universal Supermind. At
each higher level of
consciousness, the
individual experiences

increasingly more integral

A unique fearure ofSri Aurobindo's description ofhuman psychology
is the concept of an individualized soul or psychic being. This psychic
being, an unalloyed part of the Divine, is the irurermost centre in the
human being, hidden from the surface consciousness by all the other
planes of being that envelop it. While the concept of a soul is corunon
to almost all spiritual traditions, what is unique to Sri Aurobindo's vision
is that he sees the psychic being as one 's true irdividual personality (as

opposed to the ego personaliry) that one needs to cxpress in order to
manifest a divine life on earth. As he explains:

The soul is something of the Divine that descends
into the evolution as a Divine Principle within it
to support the evolution of the individual out of
the Ignorance into the Light. It develops in the
course of the evolution a psychic individual or
soul individuality which grows from life to life,
using the evolving rnind, vital ar.rd body as its
instruments. It is the soul that is immortal while
the rest disintegrates; it passes from life to life
carrying its experiences in essence and the
continuity of the evolution of the individual.28

' Findings in modem development psychology, namely spiral dynamics, parallel Sri
Atrrobindo's thought in that the higher developmental lines of the mind are sccn as
lrcirrg increasingly integrative and holistic in their nature, and in thar rhe individual
cxpriences the world differendy at different levels.

*Sri Aurobindo's description ofthe three different miods is corroborated by modern
physiological findings ofthe brain, which is a triune organ that the human being lras

inhcrire<Lin the coursc ofevolution frorn reptiles to maDrmals to primates. Each part
of the triune brain has its own resPolses. As sciencist Paul Maclean points out,
quoting Wilbcr, "In its evolution, the brain [of humans] retains the hierarchical
organizarion ofthe three basic types which can be conveuiently labelled as reptilian,
pel-eo.mammalien and neo_mammalirn....T'he same may bc said of thc othcr two
'basic 

rypes. And there is ample evideuce that all three types have their own special

cursorycomPanson
rhat the reptilian br

Li

to
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discovering the psychic being and allowing it to integrate and govem
the different planes of one's being is termed by Sri Aurobindo &e
psychic transformation. An individual's conscious participation in
the evolutionary process begins only with this first step of i psychic
transformation.

Integral transformation
To help individuals to consciously participate in the evolutiorury

process, Sri Aurobindo and the Mother formulated a spiritual discipline

While the presence of the psychic being is rarely felt in our ordinary
consciousness, through a conscious spiritual discipline or through
successrve relncarnatons,
the psychic being
progressively manifests
itselfby bringing the outer
nature under its direct
control. This process of

An individual's conscious
participation in the evolutionary

process begins with psychic
transformation.

Integral Yoga is a spiritual
discipline that helps individuals to

consciously participate in the
evolutionary process.

In India, for thousands of years, different spiritual traditions have

rdvocated different spiritual disciplines leading to liberation from the

<lctermiuisms of the world. Comparing his path to other disciplines,
Sri Aurobindo states:

In *re past, it [realization of the Spirit] has been
attempted by a drawing away from the world arrd

a disappearance into the height of the Selfor Spirit.
Sri Aurobindo teaches that a descent of the higher
principle is possible which will not merely release

the spiritual Self out of the world, but release it in
the world ... and make it possible for the hurnan
being to find himself dynamically as well as

iuwardly and grow out of his still animal humanity
into a diviner race. The psychological discipline of
Yoga can be used to that end by opening all the
parts of the being to a conversion or transformation
through the descent and working of the higher still
concealed supramental principle,3o

In short, Integral Yoga seeks not a renunciation of life and liberation
from the world but a transfonnation of life and the world, not a
rejection of the different egoistic parts of one's being but a

transfonnation and integration of those parts into a divine nature.

"This, however," Sri Aurobindo warns, "cannot be done at ol)ce

or in a short tirne or by any rapid or rniraculous transformation. ...
For there are several ranges ofconsciousness betwecn thc ordinary
human rnind an{ the supramental truth - consciousness. ... [that]
have to be opened up and their power brought down into the rnind,
life and body."3r To help in this laborious process of a spiritual
transforrnation through
yoga, Sri Aurobindo
cmphasizes the need for a

constant aspiration for the
Divine, for a total rejection
ofone's egoistic desires and

Integral Yoga se€ks not a
rcnunciation of lifc and liberation

from the world, but a
transformation of life

and thc world.

x complete surrender to the divine supr:rmental force. SurreDder is
an important aspect in Sri Aurobindo's yoga for it is believed that the

they termed Integral Yoga.
The Sanskrit word "yoga"
connotes union with the
Divine. And, "Integral
Yoga is so called because
it aims at a harmonised
totality of spiritual realisation and experience. Its aim is integral
experience of the divine reality. ... Its rnethod is an integral opening
ofthe whole consciousness, mind, heart, life, will, body to that iealitn
to the divine existence, consciousness, beatitude, to its being and its
integral transformation of the whole nature."2e

Sri Aurobindo spells out rhree steps of progressive self -

achievement that lead to the integral transformation. The firsr is
the psychic transformation in which the individual acts frorn the
guidance of the psychic being rather than the ego. The nexr step,
often concurrent with the first is to become awaie ofthe universil
self that is one in all. The third step is rhe supramenral
transformation by which the power of the Superrnind acts oD the
individual and transforms him into a supramental being.
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individual with his limited consciousness carmot achieve the supramenta-l
consciousness on his own. It is only by the descent of the divine power
from the supramental plare that the supramental transformation of the
individual can be accomplished. Besides, as was mentioned earlier,
in Sri Aurobindo's
perception, the power of
the individual is limited,
while thar of the
Supermind is infinite. And
thus, the easiest way for the

By engaging with the material
world consciously through work

and activities one can effect a
change in matter.

rcgular physical work to cultivating an appreciation for beauty and
ncsthe tics. A"cording to Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, matter, despite
its inertia and unconsciousness, embodies the divine consciousness,
lnd thus commands utmost respecr. They taught that by engaging
with the material world consciously, through o,reis *ork r_.ri o.,"i"iii.{
onc can ellect a change in matter. As the Mother explained, ,,Work,
cvcn mranual work, is sorrething indispensable for the inner discovcry.
Ifonc does not work, if one doei not put his consciousness into matter,
(hc latter will never develop. ... To establish order around oneself
Itclps to bring order within oneself.,,33

Similarly, the body, the material basis of existence, is regarded as
rtn instrument of the Divine that has to be perfected through dlsciplined
physical education so that t, 

-

ian embody a higher "In the physical world, of all
r.glsciousness. The crllti - things it is beauty that best

individual to progress on the spirinral path and to transfonn himself is
to surrender to the working of the Supermind - the highest power of
the Divine. Disciples of Sri Aurobindo see the Mother as a personification
ofthe divine force to whom they mal<e their surrender, and they refer
to the Mother's force as the supr:rmental force acting in the world.*

At the same time, Sri Aurobindo's Integral Yoga, unlike any other
spiritual discipline, gives immense freedom to the individual to pursue
his inner self - development according to his nature. This tenet of

Integral Yoga stems from
the belief that each human
being embodies a true
individual nature in his
psychic that he needs to
express in the world. The

Mother once said that the best way to coUaborate in the supramental
transformation is "to realize one's being under no matter what form, by
no [ratter what road . . . Each individual carries in himself a truth and it
is with dris truth that he must unite himself, it is this truth he must live;
and in this way the road he follows to realize this truth becomes also rhe
road which will bring him the nearest possible to the transformation. "s2

As lntegral Yoga seeks to bring about a spiritual transformation of
life in the material conditions of the earth, utmost importance is given
to one's dealing with the material world. This takes many forrns:
from seeking the perfection of the body through physical exercise ro
taking conscious care of the material things one uses from engaging in

* It could be mcntioned here that, in India, people recognizc and adore the crearive,
dynamic principle of the universe as a feminine force.
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"Each
himself a
truft that

is this

individual carries in
truth and it is with this
he must unite himself, it
truth he must live."

vlltion of beauty in one's exPresses the Divine ". Beauty
physicalsurrouniingsstems interprets, exPresses, manifests
irrlrn the fact that I,in the the Ete rnal."
lrlrysical world, of all things it is beurry thut birti*presr., th. Dirrirre
, ,. Beaury interprets, expresses, manifests the Etemal,,,34

A collective yoga
As has been mentioned earlier, Integral yoga does not stop at the

irrrlividual realization but seeks a transformatio-n of earthly nature:

For this.transformation to succeed, all human beings
- even all living beings as well as their material
environment - must be transformed. Otherwise
things will remain as they are: an individual experience
cannot change terrestrial life. ... Not only an
individual or a group of individuals, or even all
individuals, but life . . . has to be u,arxformed. Without
such a transformation we sha.ll continue having the
same misery, the same calamities and the same
atrocities in the world. A few individuals will escape
frorn it by their psychic development, but the general
mass will remain in the same state of misery.*
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It is believed that each individual who takes up the yoga represents

a certain universal psychological diffrculry that needs to be uansformed,

and if the transformation is achieved in one individual, then that has

an effect on the whole of humanity. Supporting such a belief, the

evolutionary scientist, Rupert Sheldrake postulates that "if one member

"The supramental transformation
is a collective ideal that

calls for a collectivc effort so

that it may be realized in
the terms of an integral

human perfection,"

of a biological species
leams a new behavior, the
morphogenic field for the
species changes, even if
very slightly. If the
behavior is repeated long
enough, its morphic
resonance builds up and

begins to affect the entire species."36 A corollary to this belief is the

fact that the transformation cannot be carried out by a single individual,
for he represents only one particular type of personality. In order to

achieve a complete transformation of human nature, all personality -

rypes need to be represented in this collective yoga for humaniry.

States the Mother, "by the very nature of things, it [the supramental

transfor:nation] is a collective ideal that calls for a collective ellort so

that it may be realized in the tenns ofan integral human per[ection".3'

For the individual practitioner oflntegral Yoga, there cornes a poittt
at which one no longer does the yoga for oneself, but autornatically

for everybody. Calling his yoga "yoga for the earth - consciousness".

Sri Aurobirdo says:

Accepting life, he (the seeker of the Integral Yoga)

has to bear not only his own burden, but a great

part of the world's burden too along with it, as a

continuation of his own sufficiently heary load.
Thcrefore his Yoga has rnuch Dlorc the nature
of a battle than others'; br:t this is not only
an individual banle, it is a collcctivc wiu rvagcd

over a considerable couutly. FIe has uot only ttr
conquer in hirnsclf the frrrccs of cgoistic firlschood
and disorder, but to contlucr theur as

rcp[esetltatives of tlte samc arlu-crsc atrd
incxhaustiblc fot ccs iu tltc rvot Id.''8
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This collective aspect of lntegral Yoga needs to be differentiated
from the contemporary enchantment with community living by many
Wcstem spiritual seekers. A collective yoga, or even a colleitive effoit
for transformation, does
not necessariiy imply that
thc practitioners of
hrtcgral Yoga have to do
things together in their

"A true community can be
based only on the inncr realization

of each one of its members."

The idcal of human unity stems
from the fact that underlying all
appearances, "there is a secret

spirit, a divine reality... A mere
intellectual belief in human unity

is doomed to failure".

outer, daily life. Visitors to Auroville are thus often dismayed by the
rccming lack of community in Auroville - that there are no shared
rpiritual practices and few community rituals or celebrations.
Elaborating on the idea of true community, the Mother says, *one of
thc most common rypes of human collectivity [is] to group together
.. . around a common ideal ... but in an artificial way. In contrast to this
.,, a true communiry can be based only on the inner realization of
cach one of its members."ss The individual's inner growth expresses
itself naturally through the collective.

Human unity
Complementary to the idea of collective yoga is Sri Aurobindo's

idcal for an actual human uniry. For Sri Aurobindo, the ideal ofhuman
unity stems from the fact that underlying all appearances, ,,there is a
rccret spirit, a divine
rcality [the One Self, or
Sachchidanandal, in which
we are all one."ao Says he,
if one were to start from
this spiritual premise of
unity, then there would bet'free room for the
rcalization of the highest human dreams, for the perfectibility of the
race, a perfect society, a higher upward evolution of the human soul
nnd human nature."{r Sri Aurobindo holds that a mere intellectual
bclief in human unity is doomed to failure, for actual huma-n unity
can only be achieved by the progressive spiritual realization of the
oneness of the whole universe. The spiritual ideal of human unity



does not mean a homogenization or outward uniformity, but rather a
unity that celebrates the essential diversity of all creation. For Sri
Aurobindo, each individual, in his psychic being, represents a unique
aspect of the infinite diversity of the Divine, and Integral Yoga is a
process by which an individual manifests the unique divine personaliry
within him, and by doing so finds his place in the ordered harmony of
the supramental creation. An "actual human unity", as envisioned
for Auroville, essentially implies a spirituai society where individuals
manifest their psychic beings. Elaborating on his ideas of "a perfect
society", Sri Aurobindo says:

A spiritualized society would treat in its sociology
the irrdividual, from the saint to the crimina.l, not as

units ofa socia.l problem to be passed through some
skilfully devised michinery a:rd either flattened into
the social mould or cnrshed out of it, but as souls
suffering and entangled in a net and to be rescued,
souls growing and to be encouraged to grow, souls
grown and from whom help and power can be
drawn by the lesser spirits who are not yet aduit-a2

Sri Aurobindo also believed that if this spiritual ideal of human
unity was not taken up in one form or the other, then there could be

disastrous consequences for the whole race. Reportedly
communicating to the Mother from an occult plane, Sri Aurobindo
said that the manifestation of Auroville would be "a practical
means creating a human unity that would be strong enough to fight
against war.'43

Integral Yoga in Auroville

Aurouilb is intuuled to hasten tlu aduent of tlu suprrunntal
redil upon earth.

The Mother

n inrrumerable wa1,s, perhaps even unknown to its residents, Auroville
is an experimartal field for Sri Aurobindo's and the Mother's work
towards a spiritual transformation ofthe world. Auroville, envisaged

as a township for 50,000 people, can be seen as a step towards establishing

a spiritualized society. While in some messages, especldy the early ones,

the Mother seems to indicat€ fiat having goodwill is a suffrcient quality to
bccome an Aurovilian, from many other recorded conversations it is dear
that she expected Aurovilians to "belong to the enlightened poniou of
humanity"r+ *6 to be open to the "discovery and practice of the divine
consciousness 0nt is seeking to manifest itself."6 The Auroville Charter
orplicidy states, "to live in Auroville, one must be the willing servitor of the

divirrc consciousness."6 During her lifetime, through a selective process,

dr Motlrerhand - pi&ed those she deemed wonhy ofbecomingAuroviliaru.

Whether the residents of Auroville consciously practise the Integral
Yoga or not, it is believed that each individual has a role to play in the
collective transformation of humanity. As Sri Aurobindo explains:

For a spiritual and supramental yoga, humanity
should be variously represented. For the problem
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of transformation has to deal with all sorts of
elements favourable and unfavourable. The same
man indeed carries in him a mixture of these two
things . If only sattwic (virtuous) and cultured men
come for yoga, men without very much of the vital
diffrculty in them, rhen, because the di{Iiculty of
the vital element in terrestrial nature has not been
faced ald overcome, it might well be that the
endeavour would fail.aT

AsJntegral Yoga atlows for a free self - development ofthe individual
and the progressive mani.festation of his unique psychic being,
Aurovilians are a.llowed utmost freedom in their spiritu j practice and
way of life. But freedom does nor imply that people should give free
rein to their desires. The Mother reminds Auiovilians that ,,"the only
true freedom is the one obtained by union with the Divine. One can
unite with the Divine only by mastering one,s ego.,,a8

Termed by the Mother ,,the city the Earth needs,,, Auroville is
seen as a micro - cosmic representation of the world that would have
a trarsformadve effect on the larger macro - cosmos of the world.
The Mother envisioned it as ,,a ienter of transformation, a small

: nucleus of men who are
As Inte_gral Yoga allows for a free fansforming themselves

_ 
self-developme nt of the and setting ai example for

individual, Aurovilians are the worldl',{e And, even
allowed utmost freedom in their though the Moth..
spiritual practice and way of life. .ut.gJ.i.rly rtut s thar ,,as

exist in the-world, a general transformation i. i-por-ribt."r, there are
ceftain s).mbolisms inherent in its very conception that seem io indicate
ways in which Auroville can have an effect on the larger world.

I" b.F" with, a ciry - as opposed to a village or communiry _ is
perhaps the smallest collective unit that encomp-asses all the activities
that human beings can engage in. If these activities are undertaken
not from the basis of personal desire, but in the spirit of yog.a. then it
is feasible that a spiritual transformation ofhuman life can tlke place.
Yet another symbolism lies in the fact that the Mother purp'osely
situated Auroville in India, for as she stated, ,.India 

is th. ..p.l..,itution
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of all human dilliculties on earth, and it is in India that there will be ...
the cure. And it is for that - it is FOR TIIAT that I had to creare
Auroville [emphasis in original].4r It is perhaps not a mere coincidence
that Auroville was founded on an environmentally degraded wasteland
in impoverished rural southern India. The land was so badly eroded
that a District Forest
OfEcer visiting the area in
1976 noted: "The entire
area is exposed to wind

Matrirnandir is considered to be the
"soul of Auroville"-

and water erosion. If this is allowed to continue, then . .. the people
will be forced to vacate the land in the not too distant future."52 It is to
the credit of Aurovilians that through massive environmental
regeneration efforts, this bleak situation has been successfully countered
and today the rural bioregion of Auroville thrives.

The layout of Auroville is syrnbolic as well. At the very centre of
the city is Matrirnandir, a sacred edifice, which is considered to be rhe
"soul of Auroville".s3 It is seen as "the symbol of the Universal Mother
according to Sri Aurobir.rdo's teaching."5'1 For Sri Aurobildo, the
Universal Mother represents the supramental consciousness, or the
conscious evolutionary divine power that seeks to help hurnanity rnove
beyond its presel)t linitations ilto the r)ext stcp of its evolutiorury
adventure. By its very fonn of a gold - ptated sphcrc that seerns to
break out from earthly rDatter, thc Matrirnaudir is "a syurbol of the
Divine's answer to rnan's aspir;rtion for perfection."55 For most
Aurovilials, the Matrirnarrdir, as cnvisaged by the Mother, is "the
central cohesive forcc"56 in thc urulti - hcetcd growth of Auroville.

Sri Aurobindo's spiritual iclcal of hurran rurity is represcuted in
Auroville not only by thc clivcrsity of its rcsidents rvho currently hail
fi'om thirty - five diffelcut coLrlrlics, but also by its "International
Zonc". In the to$,n plan of Aurovillc, thc Mothcr envisagcd a sector
ofthc city irrea to be the Iurenratiorral Zonc rvherc all countries rvith a
rlcvclopecl culture rvor.rklbe invitc<l to cstablish a pavilion. Elaboraring
ou the syrubolism of thc Intcrnatiorral Zonc, the A,Iother said, "thc
lnost importalt i(lcr is that thc unitv o[thc hurrrarr r.ace can bc achicvcd
rrcither by unilormity nor by rlourination and subjcction. Only a
synthetic org:urization ofall nations, cach onc occr.rpying its true placc
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according to its own genius and the part it has to play in the whole,
can bring about a comprehensive unification which has any chance of
enduring. "57 Thus, rnore
than any other sector of
Auroville, the Intemational
Zone represents a minianfe
world -union. Inhis political
writings, Sri Aurobindo
posits that, like the
individual, each nation has a specific role to play in the world and a
soul that it seeks to manifest. The proposed pavilions of the
International Zone, by presenting the living and vibrant exhibits of
their respective cultures, would be an embodiment of their respective
nation - souls. The Mother wished for nations ro actively participate
in the building of the International Zone, stating that such conscious
collaboration will act "against the catastrophic consequences of the
error of armament."58

"Divine anarchy"
Political organization of Auroville

Uganbatiut is a di:cipHnz of action, butfor Aurou lz we
aspire to go bq,md organizations, uhich me arbitrary ond
arSficial- We wont an organiza-tion that is tlu expression of
a higher consciousruss uorkingfor the man{atatim of tllr
huth of thzfuture.

The Mother

In order to allow the divine force to freely express itself in the
manifestation of Auroville, the Mother was always extremely
reluctant to give a definitive shape to Auroville's governing
organizations. She sought "to replace the mental government of
intelligence by the government of a spiritualized consciousness",5e
stating that "it's the highest consciousness that sees the most clearly
- the most clearly and the most truiy - what the needs of the most
material thing should be." 60 The mental consciousness is radically
different from that of a spiritual or a supramertal consciousness.
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"Only a synthetic organization of
all nations, each one occupying its

true place ... can bring about a
cornprehensive unification which

has any chance of enduring."

The mind formulates and organizes things to the best of its
capability, but, as the Mother explains, the formulations of the

mind tend to get fossilized and outdated. A spiritual consciousness,

on the other hand, is flexible and progressively adapts itself to
changing needs. Thus in the early years, the Mother specifically
stated, "no rules or laws are being framed. Things will get
formulated as the underlying truth of the township emerges and

takes shape progressively." 6r

Terming the ideal political organization of Auroville "divine
anarchy," the Mother explains that "the anarchic state is the self -

government of each individual, and it will be the perfect govemment
only when each one
becomes conscious of the

inner Divine and will obey

only him and him alone."62

The inner divine to which
the Mother refers is the
psychic being and, when
people are conscious of it,
they can "organize themselves spontaneously, without fixed rules and

laws."63 Such an ideal orgadzation, where people are conscious of
their psychic beings and live according to the supramental truth, would
automatically lead to a natural hierarchical harmony
where everyone would find their place. It would result in an integral

uniry where individuality
and diversity are not
compromised. However,
recognizing that manifesting

such a spirinral orgarrization
in Auroville was a dillicult
task, the Mother time
and again expressed her
faith in the s piri tu al

consciousness to work out things in its own way. She envisaged a

small group with "intuitive intelligence" (people with "an intuition
that manifests intellectually") 6a governing Auroville, to be
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The Mother was always reluctant to
give a definitive shape to Auroville's
governing organizations. ". . . Things
will get formulated as the underlying

truth of the township emerges and
takes shape progressively. "

An ideal organization, where
people are conscious of their

psychic beings and live according
to the supramental truth, would
automatically lead to a natural
hierarchical harmony where

everyone would find their place.



representative of the spirituai consciousness. The idea ofa,,hierarchic
organization grouped around the most enlightened centre and submitting
itself to a collective discipline"6 is elaborared in a texr entitled *A Dream,,
adopted by Aurovilians in which the Mother says, ,,in the general
organization intellectual, moral and spiritual superiority will find.
expression not in the enhancement of the pleasures and the powers
of life but in the increase of duties and responsibilities.',66

The present - day reality of Auroville seems far away firom the
spiritual organization envisioned by the Mother with lone of the

The ideal economy

TIE ain of its [that of a spiitual socieyJ econonicr umld.
be not to creale a huge agnu of ?rodxdion, uhethtr oJ tfu
conpetitiae or tlu co - operatiue kind, but to giue to mrn -
not on$ h nnc but to all ncn earh in hir higlurt posslltc

mcasure - tlujol ofwork auording to thzi mtm nature, and

fee biw: tg grow irrutardly, as well a:.a:imply ich and
beaut!fuI l!/ifr all.

Sri Aurobindo

In the perfect spiritual society envisioned by Sri Aurobindo and
the Mother, economics-the means of production of wealth and its
distribution-is also viewed in terms of spiritual values rather than
material necessities. Foreseeing the end of both communism and
capitalism, they stated that money was a power of the Divine.
Individuals in possession
of wealth were to ideally
regard themselves as
custodians enmrsted with
the task of using money
for divine purposes. The
Mother spoke against both inheritance rights and accrual of interest
on capital asserting that "money is not meant to make money. ...
Money is meant to prepare the earth to manifest the new creation."67

For Auroville, the Mother desired that money be a medium of
exchange only with the outside world. Within Auroville, instead of
monetary exchanges, she wished to have a flexible system in which
residents would not be taxed but voluntarily "contribute to the
collective welfare in work, kind or money"68and, in turn, would have
their basic needs met by the communiry. The Mother distinguished
between basic needs and desires explaining that a spiritual seeker should
not act from his ego and its desires, and that material needs decrease
with the growth of the spiritual consciousness. In "A Dream" the
Mother elaborates on the ideal economy thus:

In this ideal place money would no longer be the
sovereign lord; individual worth would have a far

Aurovilials yet having this
greater spiritual authority
of whicli the Mother
speaks. Bcsicles, as of
I988. Aulovillc h:rs been
subject to an Acc of the
Indian Parliarucnt that
rcquires it to llavc a three
- ticl govclrriug body

called the Auroville Fouudation. The Aurovillc Founclation liaises
with the Residents' Asscrnbly o[ Aurovillc (corrrpr.isina Atu.ovilians
above thc age of eightccn) through thc lattcr's clcctcd body, the
Working Comrnittee .

For all practical purposes, thc l{csi<lcrrrs' Asscrnbly is givcu full
freedom to organize its govertrancc in auy rvrry ir clrrxrscs and, at
plesent, Auroville is govcmed by a uurnbcr of rliffcrcrrt workirrg groups
that, more ol less, have the support of thc couuuunity. Covcrnance
dcpends on the goodrvill and coopcration of rlic rcsidcrrts, for thcre
are practically no collcctive str-Lrcturcs by ulrich tri cnlirr.cc <lccisious.
Dccision - rlakilg oftcrr is a lenetliy anri cunrl:,er;onrc Pr-occss :tncl. as
of y'ct. thcrc ;rrc uo cornrl,:r rly accelttccl rlccis iri;r . r r r.r kint proccrlurcs.
Nccdlcss to su';. it is qr.ritc n r*rlilcugr: to g()rcrir irir c\.er - rI(,\villg alld
clranginu torrrxhil;. "i'lt lcsitlcnts rif r\rrrolilic pir ii,rlicrrliv cxpcr.iurcnt
rvith difl'clcrrt i-rruns of oluanizrLtiorr irr ;trr :,t|r]nlri to urrrrilcst nrore
cl,rscll tlrc vi"i.rr ,,Irlrr. II.rlrcr.
.lt

"In the general organization
intellectual, moral and spiritual
superiority will find expression

not in the enhancement of
the pleasures and the powers of
life but in the increase of duties

and responsibilities." "Money is not meant to make
money . . . Money is meant to

prcpare the earth to manifest the
new creation-'
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greater importance than that of material wealth and
social standing. There, work would not be a way to
eam one's living but a way to express oneself and to
develop one's capacities and possibilities whiie being
of service to the communiry as a whole, which, for its
own part, would provide for each individual's
subsiitence and sphere of action. In short, it would
be a place where human relarionships. which are
normally based almost exclusively on cor r rpe tition ar.rd

strife, would be replaced by relationships of emulation
in doing well, ofcollaboration a:.rd real brotlerhood.6e

From the very beginning, the Mother set up a collective distribution
system, similar to the one she had established earlier in the Ashram
that distributed basic necessities in kind to the Aurovilians. She also
specified that all Aurovilians work hve hours daily for the common

good. Ideally, work in
Auroville is done in the
spirit of Karma Yoga*,
that is, as an offering to the
Divine. The Mother
emphasized Karma Yoga

in Auroville, as it is only by a conscious engagement with the material
world that one can transform it. In the three decades of its existence,
Auroville has experimented and continues to experiment with a
number of different economic models. It encourages both individual
enterprise and sharing. Commercial units are enjoined to donate one
- third of their profits to a common fund. The common fund subsidizes
or completely provides for many basic services, including education.
And yet, the situation is far from ideal. For instance, despite Mother's
injunctions to the contrary, hired labour has become the nonn rather
than the exception. And, as Auroville is not yet the self - supporting
township the Mother hoped it to be, its economic base is incxtricably
linked to the regional, national and global economy.

' IGrma Yoga or the yoga of wotks: One of the three mairr ways of rrrririrrg with the
Divine as rccognized in India, The othcr two being Bhakti Yoga (yog:r ofrlcvrlion) and

Jtulu Yoga (yoga of knowledgc).

:n

Work would not be a way to earn
one's living but a way to express
oneself while being of service to

the community.

IJnending education

In thi: pktq children uould be able to grou and' dtuelop

integralb uithnut lo:ing contatt with thtir souh; educatiott

would be giuen ... to enrich exi:ting"fanltia o'd b'i"g

'forth rcu ot' 
The Mot'er

Auroville's charter envisions Auroville as a place of "unending

education". As such, life in Auroville is a constant learning experience

for the young and old alike. The Mother did not believe in

seared towards passing Life in Auroville is a constant

Jxaminations and'getting learning experience for the young

certificates. As in theichool and old alike'

Ashram, for Aurovilie she I'Yanted a "free progress" educational system,

which she defined as "a progress guided by the soul and not s' rhjected to

habits, conventions or pieconceived ideas."7o The rationale behind such

an educational system ;terns from the belief that "nothing can !e taught

to the mind which is not already concealed as potential knowledge in the

unfolding soul of the creature."ir HoPing to bring,uq dildr.en who would

develop Ld sustain a conscious contact with their souls, the Mother

allowed the students of the Ashram school immense freedom in choosing

*Nothing can be taught to thc *:':*:'f-"1*:"T"T::
mind whidr is not alreadY school, the Mother saidrnln. w'rcn l! .'t.,r anrE.u' 

' "one must helD the sudent
concealcd as potcntial knowledge .:'i-^:-- l"---.u ".to become, as much as

in the unfolding soul of the
crcature." possible, what he can and

wants to be - for if his soul

has more or less chosen his

Iife's destiny, yet what he shall make out of it is in no way determined'

The child is not only a mind to be trained, but a consciousness drat must

be helped to grow and widen itself.ryz

An integral education, which fosters !e physicat' vital, mtntal,
osvchic ant sDiritual development of the human personality, is

i.npu.ted to tlt" ttudents of the fuhram school. And while freedom is

givln to ttre students in choosing the subjects of their study, discipline



in following their chosen subjects is insisted upon. Rather than
ernphasizing acquired mental knowledge, focus is given on perfecting
the body, refining the senses through the arts, deveiloping me *ltt ana
training the mind for greater concenration.

The principlei of education that the Mother established for the
Ashram school have served as genera.l guidelines in Auroville. In its
brief but chequered history, education in Auroville has seen various
forrns, from the complete baruring ofschools to forrnal ar.rd non - formal
systems. Today, while most schools in Auroville tend ro have a
formalized approach with established classes or grades, there is flexibiliry
within the system and individual anention is given to each student.

Auroville as an experiment

Aurouilb is an experinmt in colbctiue realizatiotr.

The Mother

The Mother often refers to Auroville in ranscendenta.l terms, stating
that the founding of this city was under.taken by a divine decree and that

Auroville is an experiment that o..rlt plrre. Sfr. ,o.rt , ofmay act as a 
-catalyst 

to hasten thc the divine force specially
earthly evolution. aidingAuroville by exening*ffi *., ;.TlT:fl :J;'i::',.:: :T

even a thousand years, will one day be manifested on Earth. Il one

::.::d.q .?""_:r:ution, she completely dismisses humar agenry saying
"it [the ciry] win be built by what is invisible to you. The nien who have
to act as irstruments will do so despite themselves. They are oniy puppets
in the hands oflarger forces. Nothingdepends on human beings _'neither
the planning nor the execution - nothing!"zr Ehewhere, holwever, she
admia that "in the details of the execution the human consciousness
intervenes. "Ta Perhaps above all, one has to bear in rnind tlnt, in nruncrous
conversations documenrcd in several volumes, the Mother speal<s of
Auroville as an experiment that may act as a catalyst to llastcn thc eartl y
evolution fiom mind to Supermind.
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It is a matter ofconjecture as to how much the present - day reality

of Auroville embodies Sri Aurobindo's and the Mother's far - reaching

vision of human uniry and world transformation' If we were to accept

a transpersonal view of reality, it would be impossible for our limited

rational minds to determine the veracity of Sri Aurobindo's vision or

to gauge how far Auroville manifests that vision. On the one hand,

Auroville with its amazing diversity is the biggest and indeed the only

experiment of its kind in the world.

On the other hand, certain developments in present - day Auroville

are in direct contradiction to Mother's wishes as stated over thirry

years ago. For instance the presence of the Indian Govemment in

Auroville, however much apPreciated, and Auroville's overwhelming

dependence on a 4,000 - strong hired labour force are not in keeping

with the Mother's ideals. The ciry has also become a tourist destination'

In the salubrious winter months, almost one - third of the residents of
Auroville comprise visitors. Such developrnents are to be considered

as adverse since the Mother's explicitly warns against Auroville having

too much contact with the outside world. Shc speaks of the immense

need for a divine protection to Prevent "infiltration or adrnixture"

that could keep the "nucleus [of the city] frorn falling back into an

inferior creation."75

In this context, one should bear in mind that both Sri Aulobindo

and the Mother repeatedly said that the suprarnental force works

out thiugs in its own
rnanner in ways that they

could not entirely predict.

Conditions on carth have

dcfiuitely changed since

the inception of Aru'oville.

The spirit of Auroville now
seems to be cxpressed in different
forms and in different Places all

over the lvorld'

The last thrce tlccacles have rvitncsscd thc c<'rllapsc o[ colttlrttrustl

aLnost tlrroug,hout thc ltorld, thr: crt<l o[ ihc C]ol<l \Var. f<rrccs o{'

globalizati<ln lt.d ttcr' iirlortll:rii.tt tccltlt.l.gics t'csltitPirrg thc *rrl lil'
and an incrcul;itrq irltcrcnt irr thc \\rcst itt l'litstctrr spilitrlalitr', 1'lrc

spir-it of Arrro'riilc li(iiv sccnls [o l.rc cxptcssc<l irr <liilclctrt lirtnrs arrtl

in dillcrcrrt irl;rr:cs .til ovt:t tltt: rt'rt itl.



While the vision of Auroville and its dynamic spirit continue to
attract many, one may ask if the present - day reality of Auroville
actually represents a unique evolutionary edge. Aurovilians are keenly
aware of the hiatus between the vision and the realiry. In an effort
towards bridging this gap, they continuously experiment with dillerent
collective structures. Most of them simultaneously engage in an inner
spiritual quest in the belief that the inner consciousness shapes the
outer manifestation of the city. Perhaps this is where the challenge
and the promise of Auroville lies: the city is built from within.

Given the Mother's statement that it could take as long as a thousard
years for the manifestation ofideal Auroville, it is perhaps too early to
gauge the success of Auroville in terms of its evolutionary impetus.
Besides, Auroville's development is interlinked with the evolutionary
momentum of the planet. As Sri Aurobindo states:

With the present morality of the human race a
sound and durable human unity is not yer possible;
but there is no reason why a temporary
approximation to it should not be the reward of
strenuous aspiration and untiring effort. By
constani approximations and by partial realizations
and temporary successes Nature advances.T6

These words encourage Aurovilians to persevere in this e*periment
in human unity, despite all the inner and outer cha.llenges that they
face. For most Aurovilians, Integral Yoga gives rneaning to their human
endeavour, castingpersonal a-nd collective life in a new ald purposeful
perspective. And in turn, the living reality of Auroville as an
embodiment of the universal vision of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother
continues to inspire many individuals and groups all over the world.
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Auroville at a glance

uroville is a city-in-the-making. Located in rural south
India, Auroville is spread over twenty square kilometers
and its hundred odd settlements are interspersed with

village land. Once a barren, deserted plateau, the site of Auroville
has now been transformed into lush, green environs. In over three
decades, since its existence, about 1,600 people from different
cultures and countries have made Auroville their home, and in doing
so, have created a vibrant township that bustles with multifarious
activities. Auroville has been widely acclaimed for its environmental
regeneration and its rural development work. It actively engages

in and experiments with innovative forms of economic sharing,
healing therapies, education and governance. With its intermingling
of cultures and unbridled idealism, Auroville inspires artistic
expression in all its forms. A range of beautiful, hand-crafted
products testify to Auroville's creativity and entrepreneurship.

An egalitarian society, the assets of Auroville, though largely built
with personal money, are collectively held by the comrnunity of
Auroville as legally represented by the Auroville Foundation. The
Auroville Foundation was created by the Government of India to

i7



safeguard the proper development of Auroville according to its
founding vision. UNESCO endorses Auroville as an important
experiment in human unity.

Auroville is a dream. Its far-reaching ideals and evolutionary
mission, as envisioned in its charter, touch the hearts of many all
over the world. In essence, Auroville embodies the deepest
aspiration of humankind for a spiritualized world where rnaterial
needs and conditions are transformed by the inner, spiritual
consciousness of the individual.

Auroville is supported in its manifestation by the Government of
India, acclaimed international bodies such as rhe UNESCO, :ind
the Auroville International Association - a network of friends of
Auroville worldwide.

For further information on Auroville, please access *re
website www.auroville.org

or contact Auroville Outreach, Bharat Nivas, Auroville 605101,
Tamil Nadu, INDIA.

Email: outreach@auroville,org.in
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